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ABSTRACT 

Visible light communication uses the visible light portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to achieve communication 

with light as the carrier of information and optical power is received at the receiver. The received power distribution 

uniformity may sometimes be inefficient or traded off with maximum received power, this problem then inhibits 
communication quality in a receiving plane for visible light communication in an indoor environment due to power 

fluctuation. A novel way of arranging 9 transmitters is presented in this work based on non-direction line of sight 

VLC. The Visible light communication system for an indoor environment here is hence, both in terms of line of sight 
and non light of sight scenarios. Using a model of VLC system which includes the transmitter, receiver, room and 

signal propagation, the received power is simulated jointly for both scenarios to produce a received power 
distribution across a communication environment. The simulations were carried out considering two separate 9-

transmitters configurations of which one is a conventional arrangement and the other is the novel arrangement 

presented in this work. MATLAB was used for the simulations and the results were compared and analysed. The novel 
transmitter configuration was found to have better received power distribution by 9% without diminishing the 

maximum received power where there is high probability of having a receiver. The maximum received power was 
actually even improved from 2.38 mW to 2.44 mW. The results of the novel configuration can lead to reduction in 

power fluctuation within a communication environment and improve mobility. 

Keywords: distribution uniformity; novel configuration; received power; signal propagation; indoor VLC. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Visible light communication (VLC) has become a 

promising candidate to complement conventional RF 

communication especially with the rapid increase in 

demand for wireless data access and the saturation of 

the radio frequency spectrum (Yu et al., 2013). 

According to CISCO, globally, the total number of 

internet users is expected to grow from 3.9 billion in 

2018 to 5.3 billion in this year 2023 (CISCO, 2020). 

Visible light communication (VLC) refers to the 

communication technology which utilizes the visible 

light source (usually LED) as a signal transmitter, the 

free space as a transmission medium, and the 

appropriate photodiode as a signal receiving 

component (Lee, 2011). In VLC, the lighting sources 

(LEDs) actually have a primary functionality of 

serving as illumination sources, it is these lighting 

sources that are now designed with VLC capabilities 

for communication use. 

The transmitter could modulate LEDs at very high 

frequencies to appear invariant as perceived by human 

eyes (Cheng et al., 2018). As the LED is modulated at the 

frequency higher than the response of human eye, the eye 

cannot experience light flashing (Wang et al., 2017). This 

brings about the attractive dual usage of the LED as a 

source of light for illumination and also for 

communication.  

Among several other advantages compared to RF systems, 

LED transmitters offer higher data transmission at rates 

comparable to fiber optics with a fraction of its 

deployment cost (Slaiman et al., 2014). The rest of this 

paper is organized as follows; section two discusses 

review of past works, section three details the system 

model, section four presents the simulation, results and 

analysis. Section five covers the conclusion and section 

recommendations for future work.
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A study on the effect of LEDs position for an indoor 

environment on the performance of a VLC system was 

provided in (Khalifeh et al., 2019), considering only the 

LoS link where it was shown that different 

arrangements of the LED transmitters affects the 

amount of power received at the photodetector. The 

authors used 4 and 9 transmitter arrays and  were able 

to show  that for the  4  

transmitters array, there was a high fluctuation between 

peak received power and the minimum received power. 

The 9 transmitter array was then used to achieve better 

distribution and it was shown that widening the gap 

between the transmitters improve power distribution 

although at the cost of reduced peak power. 

A research on optimization of received power and SNR       

was presented in (Gismalla & Abdullah, 2019) where 

the      authors proposed a novel indoor attocells (VLC 

base station/LED) network configuration model to 

optimize received power and SNR in visible light 

communication, the proposed model was applied for 

just the indoor LoS links. They used 5 attocell model 

and compared their work with 4 attocells model where 

simulation results showed that their proposed model 

saves transmitted power and improves coverage area 

but requires additional attocells to achieve this. 

In the work of  (Abdelrahman & Abdulwahab, 2019), a 

research was conducted to enhance SNR and optical 

power distribution in indoor visible light 

communications systems where the authors found 

optimum uniformity between three scenarios of 

transmitter arrangement using 4 LEDs. All the LEDs 

were located on the orthogonal axes of the room and 

they considered the LoS link separately from the 

diffuse link. Through simulations, they were able to 

find the arrangement with a better optical power 

distribution and high SNR than other configurations.  

An investigation on optimized LEDs positions for 

channel analysis performance of an intra-vehicle 

visible light communication system was conducted by 

(Shaaban & Faruque, 2020). The main aim of the paper 

was to optimize the LEDs positioning and allocation 

and notice how they affect the system design and 

performance. The authors first employed a 2 source 

models and then a 3 source models to increase power 

but at increased cost, this 3 source models were then 

optimized for better power distribution. 

A research was carried out on improved uniformity for 

an indoor visible light communication system in terms 

of high received power and SNR by (Gismalla et al., 

2020). The paper featured a novel model configuration 

using 13 attocells (LEDs). They compared their 

proposed work with a topology from other works that 

utilised 4 and 16 LEDs at the same number of sub-

arrays, they however, varied the field of view (FOV). 

Their topology was seen to provide better uniformity of 

distribution of power.  

A transmitter half distribution angle optimization 

scheme was provided by (Sekaran et al.,2022) in order 

to improve received power at the receiver in non line of 

sight VLC and minimize spatial power fluctuation. The 

authors sought to maximise received power through 

non line of sight due its resilience to blocking, hence 

they considered only the non line of sight aspect of 

VLC. 

This work is carried out to enhance the received power 

distribution of visible light communication in the 

indoor environment for a 9 transmitter configuration 

considering a non directed LoS link. 

3. METHDOLOGY 

The methodology of this work presents the modeling of 

the entire VLC system as a non-directed LoS link, it 

also covers the arrangement of the LED transmitters in 

terms of both the conventional 9 transmitters 

arrangement and the novel 9 transmitters arrangement 

proposed in this work. The link geometry for the 

directed LoS is given in figure 1 while the link 

geometry for the reflected link is shown in figure 2. 

Based on the consideration of non-directed LoS link, 

The system model is based on these 2 link geometries 

in a communication environment for visible light 

communication. 
 

Figure 1: Geometry of directed (LoS) link between 

transmitter and receiver 
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Where   
 ⁄
 is transmitter half power angle,    is 

angle of irradiance from transmitter,   is distance 

between transmitter and receiver,    is angle of 

incidence on receiver,   is receiver FOV, Tx is 

transmitter and Rx is receiver. 

 

Figure 2: Geometry of reflected (diffuse) link between 

transmitter and receiver 

Where   
 ⁄
 is LED half power angle,    is the angle 

of irradiance,   is the angle of incidence on reflective 

point,   is the angle of irradiance from a reflective 

point,   is the angle of incidence on the receiver,    is 

the  FOV of 

receiver,    is the distance from transmitter to 

reflective point,    is the distance from reflective point 

to receiver, Tx is transmitter and Rx is receiver. 

3.1 Transmitter, Receiver and Room 

The Transmitter is assumed to have a Lambertian 

radiation pattern as its light distribution and is modeled 

using the Lambertian radiant intensity which is given 

from (Dawoud et al., 2020) as; 

 ( )  
(    )

  
     ( )   .  .  .                         (1)                                                                          

Where   is the angle of irradiance from transmitter.    

is Lambert’s mode number which gives directivity of 

the light from source. It is related to the half power 

angle of transmitter as shown in eqn. (2) where the 

order of    is given as (Dawoud et al., 2020); 

    
   ( )

  (     
 ⁄
)
         .  .  .                                (2)                                                                                          

Where    
 ⁄
 is the transmitter half power angle. 

If    is the physical area of the receiver, and   is the 

angle of incidence on the receiver, then the effective 

area    that the photodetector will use to collect 

incoming light is given by; 

                 .  .  .                                                (3)                                                                                                  

If the receiver field of view (FOV) is considered (light 

cannot be captured outside this field) and an optical 

concentrator and optical filter are used to improve the 

receiver performance, the effective area    becomes; 

  ( )   {
        ( )   ( )           

 
                                        

   …   (4)                             

Where    is the receiver FOV,  ( ) is the gain of 

optical filter and  ( ) is the optical concentrator gain. 

The gain of the optical concentrator from (Mulyawan 

et al., 2017) is given as; 

 ( )  
  

      
                .  .  .                                             

(5)                                                                                        

Where n is internal refractive index of the material 

used.  

3.2 Signal Propagation Model 

The signal propagation in VLC includes both the LoS 

and the reflected components and both are considered 

in this work. Based on the geometry of the LoS link in 

figure 1 and the transmitter and receiver models, the 

channel DC gain of the LoS link     ( ) is given as 

(Vatansever et al., 2017) 

    ( )  

{

(    )

    
       (  ) (  ) (  )   (  )               

 
                                                                                         

  …   (6) 

Where   
 ⁄
 is transmitter half power angle,    is 

angle of irradiance from transmitter,   is distance 

between transmitter and receiver,    is angle of 

incidence on receiver,    is physical area of receiver, 

   is receiver FOV,  (  ) is optical filter gain,  (  ) 
is gain of optical concentrator. 

The light transmitted from source may undergo several 

number of reflections, the channel dc gain for the 

desired number of reflections can be obtained 

recursively. However, in this work, due to complexity 

and computation time, only the first order of reflection 

is considered. Therefore, considering the geometry in 

figure 2 and relating it to the geometry and channel dc 

gain of the LoS link, the reflected link channel will be 

a result of 2 components.  First component is from 

transmitter to the wall surface, where the wall is 

considered to be a receiver, the second component is 

from wall surface to the main receiver whereby in this 

case, the wall is considered to be a transmitter. The 2 

components in isolation can be considered to be a 
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direct line of sight link but their combination gives the 

reflected link channel dc gain     ( ) as given by 

(Madani et al., 2017);                                                                                       

    ( )  

{
 
 

 
 

(    )

 (     ) 
              (  )     ( )     ( )  

   (  )   (  )   (  )                     

 
                                                                                        

… (7) 

where   
 ⁄
 is LED half power angle,    is the angle of 

irradiance from transmitter,   is the angle of incidence 

on reflective point on wall,   is the angle of irradiance 

from the reflective point,    is the angle of incidence 

on the receiver,    is the FOV of receiver,  (  ) is the 

gain of optical filter,  (  ) is gain of optical 

concentrator,    is physical area of receiver,   is wall 

reflectivity,     is reflective area,    is the length 

from transmitter to reflective point,    is the distance 

from reflective point to receiver. 

The dimensions of an ISO (International Organisation 

for Standardization) specified standard office 

environment of size                      

is adopted as the indoor communication environment. 

The 3D depiction in figure 3 illustrates the office 

environment showing the various lengths and 

communication links. The receiver is chosen to be 

placed at a standard table top height of       denoted 

by   while   is now the effective communication 

height.    

                     . 

 

 

Figure 3: Complete VLC Model in an indoor 

communication space showing transmitter (Tx) on ceiling, 

receiver (Rx), line of sight link(LoS) and reflected link 

(nLoS). 

3.3 Transmitter Configuration 

The conventional way of placing 9 lighting points is 

mostly to have them in an array of 3 3 configuration. 

These lighting points are the transmitters in VLC. The 

easiest way to improve the power distribution of the 9 

transmitters in a 3 3 array is by placing them farther 

away from each other and taking them closer to the 

wall sides as shown in (Khalifeh et al., 2019). 

However, this then diminishes the peak received power 

at center, hence improving the distribution comes at the 

cost of decreasing maximum power and vice versa. 

This leads to the adoption of a certain 3 3 array 

whereby the transmitters will have equal spacing and 

also equal distances away from the wall, this offers a 

middle ground. The transmitter placement coordinates 

on the ceiling corresponding to this arrangement is 

 ( ) (            ) and  ( ) (            ) and 

this is shown in figure 4. 

The novel configuration which is shown in figure 5 

presents a different approach by proposing an entirely 

different arrangement, this arrangement is further 

designed to be at distances that improve the received 

power distribution without diminishing the peak 

received power where there is high probability of 

having a receiver in office setting. The transmitter 

placement coordinates on the ceiling corresponding to 

this arrangement is {[ ( )_(    ) 

and  ( )_(          ) ,   ( ) (            ) and 

 ( ) (            )],   ( )_( ) and  ( )_( )]}. 

 
Figure 4: Conventional configuration 
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Figure 5: Novel configuration 

3.4 Received Power 

The total power received by the receiver is a result of 

the two links, directed LoS and reflected link. For a 

total transmitted power       , the received power    is 

as given by (Chvojka et al., 2015); 

             ( )            ( )       .  .  .                    (8)                                         

Since the main reflections are coming from the wall 

surfaces and there are 4 walls in a room,    can be 

rewritten as; 

             ( )        ∑     ( ) 
               .  .  .      (9)                               

Where the reflected portion of the received power is 

now a summation over the 4 walls. 

For the multiple optical sources, that is the 9 

transmitters, eqn. (9) becomes; 

    ∑ (      (    ( )        ∑     ( ) 
     ) 

    . . .   (10)                                                 

The equation obtained in eqn. (10) can generally be 

applied to any 9 transmitter configuration that is 

considering only 1 reflection. For the novel 

configuration in this work which is given in figure 5, 

the received power is broken down to conform to the 3 

layers in the arrangement. eqn. (10) is rewritten as 3 

parts summation which are for the double 2 × 2 array 

and the single point source transmitter. 

      ∑ (      (    ( )          ∑     ( ) 
     ) 

    

∑ (      (    ( )          ∑     ( ) 
     )   

   

∑ (      (    ( )          ∑     ( ) 
     ) 

        .  .  .  (11)                  

The received power    in eqn. (11) is due to each 

receiver in the receiving plane. Since there is an array 

of 25 25 receivers in the plane, overall total power 

   can be computed as; 

   ∑   
     
  ∑   

   
            .  .   .                   (12)                                                                                      

The average received power      in the receiving plane 

is given by    dividing total number of planes; 

     
  

   
 

∑   
   
 

   
             .  .  .                                 (13) 

If       is the minimum received power in the receiving 

plane and       is the maximum received  power in the  

plane, then power gap   given by; 

                                   .  .  .                             (14)                                                                                              

The received power distribution uniformity ratio     is 

given by; 

       
     

    
     or  

      
     

    
                     .  .  .                        (15)                                                                        

   and     are the 2 key indicators of improvement in 

received power distribution. 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of this work were obtained via simulation 

on MATLB r2018a. The simulation parameters used 

are listed in table 1.  

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

1. Transmitted power 20mW 

2. Transmitter Half power 

angle 

  

 

 70 

3. Receiver/detector FOV    70 

4. Room size      

    

5. Receiver height 0.85m 

6. Number of LEDs per 

source 

      

7. Receiver (receiving 

plane) 

      

8. Area of detector 0.0001m
2 

9. Reflectivity of wall 0.8 

However, a reduced half angle distribution (  
 ⁄

 

    ) is first simulated to show the transmitter positions. 
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Figure 6 depicts the received power distribution for 

conventional configuration.  

 
Figure 6: Reduced half angle distribution for 

conventional configuration     

The colour bar indicates the various levels of received 

power. The distribution of received power observed was 

poor with a wide gap between maximum (87.3mW) and 

minimum power (0.074mW). Most of the power happens 

to be concentrated in areas of the room directly under the 

transmitters which leads to a high maximum received 

power. It is these areas that are denoted by 9 clear 

received power peaks corresponding to the configuration 

as in figure 4. There is also clearly a wide gap between 

maximum and minimum power because of the very low 

transmitter half angle that was used which gives the 

beam of light a very narrow spread making it unable to 

reach larger portion of the room with strong power.  

The case of the novel transmitter configuration is shown 

in figure 7 where there is also poor distribution and 9 

distinct peaks are also observable which conforms to the 

novel transmitter configuration as presented in figure 5. 

The results were obtained using the VLC system model, 

the novel transmitter configuration and received power 

equations of section 3 and the simulation parameters 

from table 1. The colour bar in figure 5 indicates the 

various levels of power attained in the room from the 

simulations. The maximum received power was found to 

be 89.4mW and the minimum received power was 

obtained as 0.2332mW in the simulation where the novel 

transmitter configuration was used, which indicates a 

large gap due to the use of very low half power angle. A 

high maximum power was also attained because the light 

was heavily concentrated to small portions of the room.  

 
Figure 7: Reduced half angle distribution for                                   

the novel configuration 

The result for the received power distribution of the 

full simulation for the conventional configuration is 

depicted in figure 8, here the half power angle was 

changed back to the original value of     in table 1. 

The colour bar shows the various levels of received 

power in the room at different points of the receiving 

plane. The results were obtained using the VLC system 

model, transmitter arrangement, received power 

equations of section 3 and parameters of table 1. The 

peak power obtained from the simulation is 

          while a minimum received power of 

          was obtained, the uniformity of 

distribution in this case was obtained to be      or 

(32%) distribution using eqn. (15) in the simulations. A 

power gap of           was obtained using eqn. 

(14) in the simulations.   

 

Figure 8: Received power distribution for the 

conventional configuration 

The result of received power distribution for the novel 

transmitter configuration model presented in this work is 

shown in figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Received power distribution for the novel configuration 

model  

The results were obtained using the simulation 

parameters of table 1 on a VLC system model as given 

in section 3. The transmitter configuration used in the 

simulation is the novel configuration. The colour bar in 

figure 9 shows the various levels of received power in 

the room. The maximum received power during the 

simulation was obtained as          , while a 

minimum received power of           was achieved. 

A power gap of            was achieved using eqn. 

(14) in the simulations and the uniformity of received 

power distribution was obtained as      or (41%) 

distribution using eqn. (15) in simulation. These values 

were attained as the arrangement offers a good spread of 

transmitters, the     wide transmitters give the 

arrangement a good distribution and a high minimum 

received power. The narrow     arrangement offers a 

good contribution to both the distribution uniformity and 

also the peak power attainable. While the central 

transmitter in this novel configuration boosts the 

maximum or peak received power of the system to the 

receivers in the center of the plane to ensure it remains 

high despite the goal of improving the distribution. Due 

to the varying approach in this work, the evenness of the 

received power in this case is shown by the spread of the 

blue colour shades in figure 9 rather than yellow colour 

shades as seen from the results of the conventional 

configuration and most other power distribution 

improvement schemes. 

The result of this novel configuration is presented 

alongside that of the conventional 9 transmitter 

configuration in table 2 to clearly have a comparison of 

their different attained values for different parameters. 

The values were obtained in simulation using received 

power equations in section 3.4. 

 

Table 2: Conventional vs Novel Arrangement of 9 Transmitters 

 

 From table 2, it can be seen that the novel 9 transmitter 

configuration has better values for the 2 key parameters 

identified to indicate improvement in uniformity of 

distribution, that is the uniformity of distribution index 

    and the power gap in the receiving plane   . The  

maximum received power       was also not traded off 

for the improvement in distribution, it was rather 

improved as well at room center since there is high 

probability of having receiver there for an office 

environment. Hence, this novel arrangement for 9 

transmitters can be adopted as better arrangement than 

the conventional 9 transmitter configuration because,  

using plural same  transmitters which implies same  

number  of  transmitters, transmitted power, transmitter 

and receiver parameters all being maintained, the 

received power distribution has been improved by 9% 

(from 32% of conventional configuration to 41% of the 

novel configuration). This was also achieved not at the 

cost of maximum power but rather at the same time, a 

higher maximum power was even obtained. Mobility has 

been improved also due to less power fluctuation as 

observed from the less power gap and the novel 

configuration still maintains an architecturally friendly 

s/n Transmitter 

configuration 

Maximu

m power 

      
(mW) 

Minimum 

power 

      
(mW) 

Power 

gap    

(mW) 

Overall 

power 

   
(mW) 

Average power 

     (mW) 

Received 

Power 

Distribution 

    

1. Conventional 

configuration 

model 

2.3840 0.4937 1.8903 964.19 1.5436 0.32 or (32%) 

2. Novel 

configuration 

model 

2.4425 0.6016 1.8409 910.21 1.4563 0.41 or (41%) 
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setting and design thereby catering for the aesthetics as the lightings are primarily for illumination. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Received power distribution of an indoor visible light 

communication system has been modeled and simulated 

and the results have shown that the novel 9 transmitter 

configuration introduced in this work has a better 

distribution than the conventional 9 transmitter 

configuration by 9% improvement and should be 

adopted from the viewpoint of better power distribution 

without trading off peak received power.  

The recommendations for future works regarding this 

research include looking into the aspect of R.M.S delay 

spread together with maximum achievable data rate, this 

will give an idea on the effect of the multipath 

propagation as a result of this novel 9 transmitter 

configuration. These can be related to the conventional 9 

transmitter configuration for further comparison and 

analysis. On a broader scale, an entirely different 

configuration for 9 transmitters can be explored and its 

performance compared with the conventional 

configuration and also the configuration presented in this 

work within the limits of the same performance metrics.  
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